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CityHallWatch 

www.CityHallWatch.ca  &  www.MetroVanWatch.ca 

 

17 February 2011 

 

Dear Mayors and Councillors of Metro Vancouver, 

 

On February 16, Metro Vancouver's Acting Chief Administrative Officer, Delia Laglagaron, sent you a letter 

addressing three issues that have been raised, in large part by CityHallWatch.ca and MetroVanWatch.ca, and 

other groups.  

 

You may also know that, citing rules (which our legal advise has already discounted -- please see website) 

relating to the public hearing process, Metro Vancouver has revoked our right to speak to the Regional Planning 

Committee on February 18th to set the record straight on the issues of urban sprawl we believe the Regional 

Growth Strategy will permit in West Vancouver.  

 

There are many unresolved issues with the RGS and we believe that Metro Vancouver is unwisely rushing the 

approval process for this 30-year policy which is so critical to land use decisions in our region.  

 

Metro Vancouver's revocation of our right to present independent specialists' opinions gives great cause for 

concern for the future of this organization. We believe a better system of checks and balances is needed.  

 

With no chance to present our information to the Regional Planning Committee, we have decided to write you 

directly with our response to yesterday's message from Ms. Laglagaron, as attached below. This is also 

available on MetroVanWatch.ca, along with much more information expressing serious concerns about the 

RGS and the process being used to adopt it.  

 

We respectfully invite you to review these materials, and urge you to engage in meaningful discussion with 

citizens in your own municipality based on the current draft of the RGS, about the impacts of the RGS, before 

making any decision to accept it. 

 

Respectfully yours, 

Randy Helten, CityHallWatch.ca, and MetroVanWatch.ca 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

TEXT OF LETTER TO MAYORS AND COUNCILLORS, FEB 16, 2011FROM METRO VANCOUVER ACTING CHIEF 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, DELIA LAGLAGARON 

CityHallWatch responses to Metro Vancouver's comments are embedded below and indicated 

as CityHallWatch. 

MV: Dear Mayors and Council Members, 

Re: Recent concerns regarding the Regional Growth Strategy 

As requested by some of you, I am writing in response to issues regarding the Regional Growth Strategy 

raised in emails you may have received: 

http://www.cityhallwatch.ca/
http://www.metrovanwatch.ca/
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Issue 1: The suggestion that Metro Vancouver staff misled Metro Vancouver Board members 
to believe that the proposed Urban Containment Boundary within West Vancouver in the 
Regional Growth Strategy is approximately the same as the 1,200 foot contour line. 

Issue 2: The suggestion that under the direction of the Metro Vancouver Chair, staff attempted 
to prevent the public from contacting officials and prevent officials from hearing the public.   

Issue 3: The claim that the Regional Growth Strategy bylaw is inconsistent with the Agricultural 
Land Commission Act and regulations with regard to the Aldergrove Lands (Township of 
Langley) and the Garden City Lands (Richmond).  

 Issue 1 - West Vancouver 

a)     Location of Urban Containment Boundary in West Vancouver 

Director Peter Frinton representing Bowen Island asked if the urban containment boundary as it 
pertains to West Vancouver is consistent with the current build out limit which is the 1,200 foot level. 

CHW: quote from transcript ..." does the urban containment boundary as it pertains to West Van, is it 

consistent with the current build-out limit which is the 1200 foot level"... 

MV: Metro Vancouver staff statement to the Board on January 14, 2011: Metro Vancouver staff said no, 

not exactly and staff explained that the Urban Containment Boundary provided in the Regional Growth 
Strategy is essentially the same boundary as shown in the West Vancouver‟s existing Regional Context 

Statement.  

CHW: The above statement is not correct. (see attached meeting transcript) The exact answer is quoted 

as follows: 

"Chris DeMarco: On the concordance with that 1200 metre level… 

Peter Frinton: Uh, it’s 1200 feet  

Chris Demarco: OK. The, you can see the lines are not, don’t follow exactly to the contour lines but 

they are approximate to that "... 

The West Vancouver Urban Containment Boundary is far above the 1200 foot level that the Board 

members were led to believe before they voted on the Regional Growth Strategy. This material fact was 

withheld from the Board so members could not make informed decisions. 

We have had 3 specialists confirm that our depictions of the potential development in the RGS is correct, 

but Metro has denied us from presenting this information to the Board and withdrawn our approval to 

appear in front of the Regional Planning Committee. 

See following maps.  
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Figure 1: Reference map of West Vancouver region provided by Metro Vancouver showing 1200’ line - 

(magenta), the proposed Urban Containment Boundary above the 1200' line – (orange) and Special 

Study Area – (red). (Source: Stephen Bohus, BLA). 
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Figure 2: Map of West Vancouver region showing 1200’ – 365m contour line – (white), the proposed 

Urban Containment Boundary – (orange), and Special Study Area – (red). (Source: David Flanders, 

B.Sc., M.L.A.).  

 

Figure 3: 3D landscape model of West Vancouver region showing 1200’ – 365m contour line (white), 

the upper extent of the proposed Urban Containment Boundary (orange), and the upper extent of the 

Special Study Area (red) (Source: David Flanders, B.Sc., M.L.A).  

 

Figure 4: Photo simulation of West Vancouver showing a hypothetical development scenario based on 

development to the outer limits in RGS similar to that which is already constructed in the British 

Properties of West Vancouver. There will be many different Councils over the next 30 years of the RGS 

and this may not be what the current Council would do. (Source: Stephen Bohus, BLA). 

CHW: Note: This depiction represents what could be built under the RGS not what would necessarily 

be built under this present West Vancouver Council. 
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MV: Additional clarification: West Vancouver‟s existing Regional Context Statement was accepted by 
the Metro Vancouver Board in 2004 following West Vancouver‟s completion of its Official Community 
Plan.   The Urban Containment Boundary in the proposed Regional Growth Strategy follows the 
boundaries set out in West Vancouver‟s existing Regional Context Statement.  It appears there is a 
misconception that all land in West Vancouver above the 1,200 foot contour line is protected from 
development.  This is not correct: West Vancouver‟s existing Regional Context Statement and Official 

Community Plan do permit development above the 1,200 foot contour in some circumstances. 

CHW: The following map shows the line of the RGS Urban Containment Boundary in red over the 

Regional Context statement. This shows that the Urban Containment Boundary is far above the 1200 ft. 

level and does not follow the Regional Context statement.  

Metro now admits that the Urban Containment Boundary allows development way above the 1200 ft. 

line, but before the Board voted on Jan. 14, 2011, staff told the board that the Urban Containment 

Boundary is "approximate to" the 1200 ft. line and that statement was used to dismiss concerns about 

potential development above the 1200 ft. level.  

 

Figure 5: Regional Context Statement with the overlay of the RGS proposed Urban Containment 

Boundary in red. It does not follow the Context Statement boundary.  
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CHW: The main problem is that the Regional Context Statement is not consistent with the Official 

Community Plan or the LRSP. 

In the Official Community Plan (OCP) there is only a very limited area above the 1200 foot line that 

development would be considered as part of a land swap with other lands below the 1200 foot line. 

 

Official Community Plan with existing Regional Growth Strategy Overlay 

Figure 6: Official Community Plan of West Vancouver showing 1200’ – 365m contour line (magenta), 

possible 1200’ variation for trade-off lands (red hatched), the upper extent of the proposed Urban 

Containment Boundary (orange), and the upper extent of the Special Study Area (red) (Source: Stephen 

Bohus, BLA).  
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Official Community Plan (OCP) coloured to show how the Regional Growth Strategy would need to 

look like to be consistent with the OCP 

Figure 7: If RGS matched the Official Community Plan showing 1200’ line (magenta) – Should be 

Urban Containment Boundary ), possible 1200’ variation for trade-off lands (red hatched – Should be 

Special Study Area), and the limited use / recreation area (green – Should be Conservation/Recreation).  

(Source: Stephen Bohus, BLA).  

MV: The suggestion that West Vancouver will be compelled to develop all of its General Urban area for 
residential use is incorrect.  The General Urban designation permits West Vancouver to develop its 

General Urban area as and when the West Vancouver community determines appropriate. 

CHW: The Regional Growth Strategy says that: 

Sec. 6.2.2 ...the Regional Context Statement will identify how the Official Community Plan will be made 

consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy over time... 

Therefore, the Official Community Plan is led by the RGS. In order to do something inconsistent with 

the RGS, the RGS would have to be amended.  

b)     Future land use within the West Vancouver Special Study Area 

MV: There is concern that development is going too far up the slope and that the area of West 

Vancouver designated in the Regional Growth Strategy as “Special Study Area” will be used for urban 

development.   
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Metro Vancouver staff statement to the Board on January 14, 2011: Metro staff said that it is Metro‟s 
understanding that West Vancouver does not plan to use the land within the Special Study Area for 

extensive future rural/urban uses.   

Additional clarification: Metro Vancouver staff has subsequently double checked this statement with 

West Vancouver staff and West Vancouver has confirmed it is correct. 

CHW: Make the RGS consistent with the Official Community Plan. 

The issue is not just what this Council intends to do. If Council wants to generally only build to the 1200 

ft. line and as shown in the Official Community Plan, then don't allow potential development in the RGS 

to be up to the 2600 ft. level. 

The RGS is a 30 year plan that will have many Councils over that time. The issue is what any Council 

could legally do under the specific terms of the bylaw. The RGS bylaw allows land to be removed from 

the Special Study areas with only a Metro vote of 50%+1 and no public hearing, which then could be 

converted to General Urban if they chose. There is nothing in the RGS that would specifically restrict 

the area to only a few cabins. 

Section 25 of the Local Government Act outlines the legislation around Regional Growth Strategies. 

  

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/96323_29 

  

The following is on the bottom under implementation. 

"Minister may require official community plans and land use bylaws 

871 After a regional growth strategy has been adopted, the minister may require a municipality or 

regional district to adopt, within a time specified by the minister, an official community plan, a zoning 

bylaw or a subdivision servicing bylaw for an area that is covered by the regional growth strategy and 

to which no such plan or bylaw currently applies." 

Therefore, if the Province wants to put in a development, the municipality could be forced to do so 

under legislation for RGS implementation. 

 Issue 2 – Public Participation 

MV: It is correct that Metro Vancouver‟s CAO Johnny Carline advised CityHallWatch that, given the public 
hearing process had concluded, it was not appropriate for members of the public to make presentations on 
the Regional Growth Strategy at the January 14, 2011 Board meeting.  In an email to CityHallWatch on 
January 12, 2011, Mr. Carline explained that such presentations or communications to Metro Vancouver 
Board members could be construed as „new information‟ that may jeopardize Metro Vancouver‟s extensive 
public consultation process.   

CHW: Mr. Carline's letter stated: "...after the close of a public hearing elected officials are not supposed to 

receive further input from the public. This is in legislation." Upon further questioning, he later replied, "my 

statement that 'elected officials are not supposed to receive further information….is in legislation' was a 

compression of what is a fairly complex situation..." We immediately received legal advice that this was not 

in fact the case, suggesting this approach is just an administrative convenience for staff, not a legal 

requirement. We also note that Mr Carline has stated the correct fact that Metro Vancouver is not required 

by the Local Government Act to even hold a public hearing. That it is now being used to prevent 

communication between civic society and officials elected to represent them is less than charitable.  

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/96323_29
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MV: At the Board meeting Mr. Carline made it clear that in the context of municipal acceptance of the 
Regional Growth Strategy, it is up to each municipality to determine the appropriate level of public 

engagement at the municipal level. 

CHW: After the Metro vote on Jan. 14, 2011, CityHallWatch was accepted by Metro to speak to the 

Regional Planning Committee to clarify issues of concern. Metro has now revoked this right to address 

Metro to correct the misinformation.  It is our understanding that Metro Vancouver has no legal obligation 

to prevent our delegation from presenting to the Regional Planning Committee. It appears to be an 

undemocratic decision for staff convenience. 

Issue 3 – Agricultural Land Commission Act 

MV: It is Metro Vancouver‟s position that the Regional Growth Strategy is not inconsistent with the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act because section 6.11.2 of the Strategy specifically states that the 
requirements of the Agricultural Land Commission Act and regulations take precedence over the Regional 

Growth Strategy.   

CHW: The Agricultural Land Commission warned Metro in two separate letters that the RGS would not be 

enforceable because it is illegal. 

Andrew Gage of the West Coast Environmental Law Society provided a legal opinion that confirmed that 

this would not be legal. http://gardencitylands.ca/PDF/AGage-RGS-2011-02-09.pdf 

W.H. (Wes) SHOEMAKER, Deputy Minister, Agriculture and Lands to Metro 

http://public.metrovancouver.org/planning/development/strategy/CommentsDraftRGSSept10/MinofAgricult

ureandLands25October2010.pdf 

MV: By way of background, the Aldergrove Lands and the Garden City Lands are designated urban i.e., 

not Green Zone, in the existing Livable Region Strategic Plan. 

CHW: Under the LRSP there were no regional designations other than the Green Zones. The urban area 

had no definition. In the RGS Bylaw General Urban is a regional zoning and is of substance. All of the 

regional designations are like a zoning bylaw in the RGS, unlike the LRSP which was not specifically 

defined. 

MV: Please feel free to contact me or Christina DeMarco if you have any questions about these issues. 

MV:  Yours truly, Delia Laglagaron, Acting Chief Administrative Officer 

 

END of annotated letter from CityHallWatch (CHW), 17 February 2011, to Mayors and Councillors 
 

http://gardencitylands.ca/PDF/AGage-RGS-2011-02-09.pdf
http://public.metrovancouver.org/planning/development/strategy/CommentsDraftRGSSept10/MinofAgricultureandLands25October2010.pdf
http://public.metrovancouver.org/planning/development/strategy/CommentsDraftRGSSept10/MinofAgricultureandLands25October2010.pdf

